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INTRINSIC BRAIN TRAINING CONCEPT
Intrinsic is a virtual script in the form of thought that will create the overall physical activity. Most of the time it is
stereotype and individuals tend to follow this pattern. The speed of intrinsic is very fast comparing to the information
received by the mind via 5 basic senses. Magnifying the time element will increases the speed of thought faster than
the speed of the light. This will leverage our actions parallel to thought frequency and will enable to better manage
end results. MindPreneurship program has the capacity to enhance and increasing speed of thought.

CHIEFS INNATE MINDSET
The chief’s essential qualities are daringness, fearlessness, creativity and restlessness that at presently only can be
found in a child. At the same time the child will be at bliss level. As a Chief, you need to have these qualities for
maximum optimization of the brain power for greater success. Chiefs will have clear and precise goals for their
company’s future and ability to drive them to a higher level. At the same time, every individual in the organization
will be looking up to you for decision and solution. It has to be fast and accurate too. In order to achieve this status,
your mind, body and heart need to be synchronized. Thus, your inner energy will boost to a higher level, it will enable
you to be much powerful and more in control when your body is harmonize. The MindPreneurship program will mold
the Chiefs towards these mindsets.

“The greatest impediments to changes in our traditional roles seem to lie not in
the visible world of conscious intent, but in the murky realm of the unconscious
mind” ~ Augustus Y. Napier
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Extrinsic Training

Intrinsic Training

All motivational, soft skills, theory,
technicality related training is
important.

Complement to all other trainings capturing remembering and applying
all the skills and knowledge become
effortlessly.

Extrinsic methodology - imposing skills
and knowledge, learning often
appears to be extroverted

Intrinsic methodology - teaching
techniques to autonomically unfold
innate natural talent, intelligent,
creativeness, memory power and etc.

Congesting and pushing the limit of
left brain.
Limiting Learnings and related process
to only one side of the brain. Limiting
wholesome use of the brain power.

Understanding issues such as stress,
emotion and behavior pattern
theoretically.

Encourage to be authority - to use
externally generated ideas to others.

Maximizing and harvesting the right
brain power, bridging both side of the
brain, increasing intuition power and
sharpening telepathy power.

Re-routing inner emotional and stress to produce
outer intelligent becomes autonomic.
Realizing and radiating negative energy towards
positive behavior for personal benefit and
organizational growth.
Promoting self regulations towards personal
excellencies.

Harvesting natural and original ideas
from within oneself.

Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere”~ Albert Einstein
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INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS
1. Awakening of Pineal Gland, it will increase your telepathy power and make you to be a powerful leader.
2. Moderating intrinsic brain power and to produce extrinsic results.
3. Further exploring self-leadership potentials. Increasing the precision of designing, implementing and
executing of winning corporate strategies in your organizational setting.
4. Tracing and enhancing personal aura for moderating emotion to enhance the intelligent faculty of the
individual.
5. Higher chances to reduce or even possibility of recovering from prolong psychosomatic illnesses.
6. Tuning and firming the brain power. Exploring the journey to developing and demonstrating the original
innate Chiefs mindset.
7. Increasing the intuition power and sharpening telepathy power.
8. Be Intrinsic CHEIFs with most powerful MIND WAVE which will enable COMMUNICATING to whole
CORPORATE to DELIVER VISION & MISSION in much silent mode
without TALKING loudly.

CORPORATE BENEFITS
1. To bring about new transformation and paradigm shift in the company.
2. Tapping the internal resources to producing new invention or re-invention and
be the top player in competitive market.
3. Breaking through in new businesses and business expansion.
4. Continuous monitoring of basic corporate progress based on chief’s report(s).
5. Be INTRINSIC wave CORPORATE.

“

As we advance in life we learn the limits of our abilities”~ Henry Ford
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7 LEVELS OF MINDPRENEURSHIP SECRETS
MindPreneurship is the only faculty that is revealing the secrets of seven level of consciousness in a systematic
manner which will provide tool to edit and regulate our consciousness.
Level 1 – Gross Conscious Mind or Nature Mind
Inter-relating individual mind with external nature mind (action or situation). It is operating based on five senses. This
is the very basic level of thoughts. Realigning, tuning and exploring how the mind seeding thoughts and Chiefs will
learn how to reset thoughts and seeding thoughts from the basic level, i.e. company’s vision, mission and goal
settings.
Level 2 – Subtle Conscious Mind or Other Mind
Learning technique that will reveal on how to synchronize personal thoughts with another person’s.Ability to engage
and to bring about the desired transformational changes into the diverse group of your management team.Chiefs will
experience a new leadership capabilities and greater capacity to lead your business to the next stage of growth.
Level 3 – Conscious Mind or Beta/Alpha Mind
At this level, Chiefs will be expose to be more conscious in moderating their intention and be more aware of their
external action. Be alert and aware on things such as sensations, perceptions, memories, feeling and fantasies. This is
the some aspect of mind which is involved in our mental process that can be realigned and tuned in the manner that
we can think and talk in a rational way. It can be properly channeled in the manner that we intend to.
Level 4 – Subconscious Mind (Theta) or Execution Mind/Mind Power
Techniques to track and increase the power of the mind (Mind Power), the deeper the action of thought, will and
desire, the greater the result. Learn to filter the unwanted and the desired action that need to be executed. At this level,
Chiefs will learn practical techniques to increase Mind Power to achieve execution mindset precisely.
Level 5 – Unconscious Mind (Delta) or Time Factor
Tapping the reservoir of the unconscious mind which is one of the biggest faculty in mind power that is being
underutilized. Navigating the Chiefs personal goal in unconscious mind level that suites the corporate vision and
mission in subtle manner. Techniques provided at this level will enable to re-aligning, editing or deleting past
program, adding new program with suitable script to be executed.

“Action expresses priorities” ~ Mahatma Gandhi
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Level 6 – Casual Conscious Mind or Senseless Mind
Techniques provided at level 6, will enable Chiefs to stay focus and concentrate to allow the natural flow of the
company’s growth that is being implemented. Providing sufficient time to incubate the thoughts and for results to take
place. Avoiding interruptions to or during the process of strategy execution
Level 7 – Absolute Conscious Mind
Chiefs will be at bliss level and know the future happenings due to unleashing the power of intuition and increasing
co-incident thoughts. The mind level is at equilibrium stage and mental stability is being achieved. Ability to realize
all six level of consciousness and know how to align it

“To the mind that is still, the whole universe surrenders”
Lao Tzu

“You can’t engineer the brain you can only nurture it from within”
~ By Elan
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ABOUT FOUNDER AND PROGRAMME FACULTY
இளங்க ோவன் (இளன்)
இளன்)
ElanggovanThanggavilo best known as Elan is the Founder of The 7 Secrets Rhythm. He is a trainer in
Human Psychology and Human Resource through The 7 Secrets Rhythm. His corporate clients are
MIHRM, UTAR, LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, NIOSH, Al Rajhi Bank, GEORGE Kent Malaysia Berhad,
TM, SILVERLAKE, FMM, PTPTN, JUSCO, OHARA JAPAN, HRDF, AIA, MCIS ZURICH and ING.
Elan is a distinguish speaker in FMM Safety Conference On “Fostering on OSH Culture Towards a Healthy and Productive
Workforce” Held in Ramada Hotel, Melaka. Special guest speaker, paper published and presenter in Conference, 41st IVU World
Vegfest, 6th Asian Vegetarian Congress at PWTC Kuala Lumpur. Topic: Vegetarian & Brain towards Academic, Sports and Cocurriculum.
His specialization is routing emotion towards intelligent energy. The energy will be reducing emotional issues, which will enable
respond rather than react. In his workshop individuals will experience, mental alertness, emotional balance and a higher level of
energy. His pragmatic teaching methodology furthers his audience to obtain volumes of lessons that will be relevant for an entire
corporate world for lifetime. These individuals will experience significant improvement in themselves and ability to become a
powerful leader. His passion is to bring the best out of an individual.
Elan is psychotherapist and profound insights in human aspect of psychology, non-theory, non-motivation and 100% practical. He
is an expert trainer for 7 Level of Conscious Mind in Chiefs faculty a retreat workshop call MINDPRENEURSHIP. Zero Defect
Manufacturing, Best HR Practices, Customer Support and Hidden Secrets of Sales Psychology. His specialty has made him one
of the most sought-after trainers in the industry.
Elan has acquire knowledge from the ancient scholars from India, China, Germany and Russia. He has best blend from the East
and West. He is a valuable asset for development of leaders especially for GLS’s and MNC’s.
Member of Traditional Complementary Medicine (TCM) A Division of Ministry of Health Malaysia. Category Mind, Body,
Spirit, Energy, Natural Living, Natural Exercise. He also author of several articles that frequently published by BERNAMA,
RADIO24, ASHIK fm Radio, Sinar Harian, The Star, The Borneo Daily Sabah, Tamil Nesan, Malaysia Nanbam,
MakkalOsai&Utusan. Since 7 years old Elan is student of oldest ancient essence on planet. Prior to launching the T7SR he was
managing software house as CSA and CEO in UK, Malaysia & India.

“Wisdom is realizing the truth within self and revealing to others” ~ By Elan
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REGISTRATION DETAILS
PREREQUISITES
Open to critical mindset.
A good sense of humor.
Other’s will be inform upon pre-registration started
FACULTY METHODOLOGY AND CONTINUITY SUPPORT
Intro Talk and interview
Basic corporate assessment for 12 month is base on report(s) given by the chief.
7 days & 6 nights retreat
5 hour Midbrain acceleration within 14 days after workshop
12 months personal support
Communication via Whatsapp, Skype, Email and tele-conversation
GROUP MENTORING (OPTIONAL) AVAILABLE WITH ADDITIONAL FEES
Six monthly (2 days 1 night)
Periodic 1 to 1 session is also available
LISTING FACULTY FEE
USD35,000.00 per CHIEFS and minimum 5 per batch.

REGISTRATION INQUIRY
Kindly contact MsVimala
vim@the7secretsrhythm.com
+6 012 322 0775

“Price is what you pay. Value is what you get” ~ Warren
Buffett
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Testimonial

Standard 7 Days faculty of MINDPRENEURSHIP will
be handle by founder ELAN.
We also offer optional module which integrated training
faculty ELAN and with other world leaders such as top
CEO, top inventors like SCIENTIST (i.e. BIO, NANO)
TECHNOLOGIST, NEUROSCIENCE, 6th SENSE
INVETORS and INTELLIGENT DEVELOPER.
We always choose best and #1 in the world as additional
faculty member.
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Rewiring the Brain the 7 Secrets Rhythm
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ELAN’S QUOTES
Creation Happen Twice
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The 7 Secrets of Existence
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Seed is a form of faith
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Conscious
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